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With the lowering of the age for military service
to eighteen, engineering colleges turn to specialized
training for army and navy. The experience of sixty
years of technological education at Rose is gladly
placed at the disposal of the military departments. In-
formation on new programs can be secured, as soon
as available, from the Registrar.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
MAKING ONE-PIECE SUITS FOR SHIPS!
THERE'S NEWS on America's ship ways today .. . an
amazing machine that unites steel plates without noise,
fuss, sparks or visible arc! A process that is helping to
construct those marvels of speed, strength, safety, and
carrying capacity . . . "all-welded" ships!
This process . . . known as "Unionmelt" Welding . . . joins
steel plates of any commercial thickness as much as 20 times
faster than any other similarly applicable method! And it pro-
duces uniformly high-quality welds!
How does it work? A special welding composition . . .
"Unionmelt" . . . flows from a hopper and blankets the edges to
be joined. Within this granulated mixture, intense concentrated
heat is generated by electric current. A bare metal electrode and
the edges being welded are melted and fused. Some of the
"Unionmelt" melts and remains as a temporary protective coating
over the weld.
The process is completely automatic. Special apparatus feeds
the "Unionmelt," the welding rod, and the electric current. Speed
and current values are adjusted by an operator.
"Unionmelt" welding is also speeding up the construction of
fighting tanks and chemical tanks . . . artillery mounts and air-
craft parts . . • pressure vessels and locomotive boilers . . . pipe
and pipe lines .. and all kinds of heavy mechanical equipment.
Working with this unique process is an astoundingly fast Linde
method of preparing steel plates for welding. White-hot oxy-
acetylene flames ... cutting simultaneously at different angles ...
bevel and square-up steel plates as fast as they are needed!
Together, these two processes are speeding up the fabrication
of key equipment at a remarkable rate.
Many years of research into welding, flame-cutting, flame-
fabricating, and flame-conditioning of metals have given Linde
engineers a vast store of useful knowledge about these methods.
Have you a war production problem which might be solved by
this "know how"?
The important advances in the cutting, conditioning and fabri-
cation of metals made by The Linde Air Products Company have
been facilitated by collaboration with Union Carbide and Carbon
Research Laboratories, Inc., and by the metallurgical experience
of Electro Metallurgical Company—which companies also are
Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.
THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPA.NY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
GENERAL OFFICES: New York, N. Y. Offices in Principal Cities
Battle wagons have glass ears ...
COMEWHERE on the tough hide
L-3 of U. S. warships are mounted
what look like inverted glass mix-
ing bowls.
These are the radio lead-in insula-
tors, the "ears" through which the
battle wagons get their orders. They
are made of Pyrex brand electrical
glass, as are the insulators in the
ships' antenna, because the service
requires the best and most depend-
able materials available.
Today, with metals scarce, the raw
materials for glass are fairly plenti-
ful. And glass is being put to work
at many urgent tasks. Planes, tanks,
ships, trains, for example—all use
some contribution of Corning re-
search in glass. The giant dairy in-
dustry, faced with a metal piping
shortage, is now working with
special glass piping recently devel-
oped at Corning. In chemical, food,
and explosives plants, glass piping
and glass pumps are handling every-
thing from soup to HCL.
Years ago glass was regarded as
a fragile, decorative, costly material
with limited applications. Now
Corning makes glassware that has
kicked old barriers out the win-
dow. It's tough and strong, resist-
ant to chemical attack and
thermal shocks, widely varied
in shape and size, reasonable
in cost, and accurate to toler-
ances comparing favorably with
metals. Today's engineers are dis-
covering that they can put glass to
practical uses which in the past
were labeled, 'impossible". For
tomorrow's engineers, glass is the
material of unlimited possibilities.
Industrial Division, Corning Glass
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A typical American plant presents a vulnerable target to enemy aircraft.
Now You See It - Now You Don't
THE modern science of camouflage
I has come a long way since the
"dazzle-paint" of the last war. Then,
the chief idea was to confuse the
enemy as to the location of the target
rather than hide it entirely. Troop
transports were painted to resemble
combat ships, while the concrete-
emplaced guns of trench warfare
were often hidden entirely in build-
ings.
In the first World War, the bomber
was in its infancy and large scale
bombing of war factories and civilian
areas was unheard of. In the total
war of today, no city is secure, and
no factory is so safe as to remain un-
protected. The Germans, since their
war factories were planned and not
converted, have the advantage be-
cause they were able to spread their
plants over large areas, thus minimiz-
ing bomb damage. The newer war
By WILLIAM H. PLENGE, sophomore, e.e.
With the advent of widespread
bombing, the art of camouflage and
concealment has become one of the
sciences of modern war. In this
article, Mr. Plenge describes the
methods used by the camoufleurs of
today to conceal America's most
vulnerable war industries.
plants of America have to some ex-
tent been built along the same gen-
eral lines; however, on our coasts
especially vulnerable to suicide raid-
ing, and also in England, the factories
were built in time of peace and
therefore present excellent targets to
bombers.
Our older plants made no attempt
to hide such conspicuous landmarks
as water towers, chimneys or vast
areas of glass windows. These are the
plants on which camouflage experts
are working day and night to conceal
before all-out bombing can be carried
out against them.
Camouflage can not be manufac-
tured or applied by mass production
methods. Each target presents a be-
wildering set of problems, the great-
est perhaps is the traffic that must
pass in and out of defense areas.
Next to natural landmarks such as
rivers or mountains and man made
landmarks such as highways or rail-
roads, the parking lots for worker's
automobiles are the best guide to a
war plant. The shining of the sun on
hundreds of car windshields makes a
beacon that can be seen for miles
and an area upon which the camou-
fluer can well spend thousands of
dollars and most of his precious time
to hide.
The camoufluer is a much sought-
after man today; he must be a jack-
of-all trades. He must know the
foliage of the area and what artificial
material best duplicates it. He must
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The sixth sense of an infra-red photograph.
the intricacies of texture and
the art of building true-scale models
of the factory he is camouflaging.
Most important, however, he must
be able to design and construct the
elements of concealment from non-
critical war materials for there has
been no priority rating for camou-
flage construction. It is for these
perts came from Hollywood. Among
the notable camouflage units is the
one organized by Harper Goff, of
set designers from Warner Brothers
Pictures. This unit has done much
to protect our West Coast industries.
Concealing just the factory would
not be enough, for not having found
the target in a city on his first raid,
he would study aerial reconnaissance
photographs of the area and soon
return the second time with the
exact location. For this reason, the
whole surrounding area must be dis-
guised and prominent landmarks
for miles be taken down or
scured.
The chief headache of the camou-
fluer is shadow. The enemy raider
photographs the area to be bombed
in the early morning or late evening
so as to catch the long, detail catch-
ing shadows. By studying the photo-
maps, he can easily tell the shape
and extent of the target. The camou-
fluer must be able to confuse the
enemy by producing fake shadow
areas but more important by intro-
ducing light areas in the unavoidable
shadow areas.
A stiff construction is to be avoid-
ed, while a swaying one, casting
shadows of confusing irregularity, is
desired. The construction must be
windproof, rainproof and fireproof.
Long sharp shadows can be broken
(Continued on Page 30)
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Courtesy The Military Engineer
Candidate instruction in the operation of Flame Throwers.
The Engineer
Officer Candidates' School
A T present every college man is in-
terested in either the army, navy,
or marines; he is also interested in
his chances for advancement. He no
doubt knows that everyone has a
chance to go to Officer Candidate
School but does not know the de-
tails of entrance or what is taught
in the course. The Engineer Officer
Candidate School is of special in-
terest to engineering students. In the
following paragraphs an attempt will
be made to explain the necessary
qualifications for Officer Candidates
and the course they will be given
after admission.
Contrary to the popular belief
that the war will be won by indus-
trial production alone is the fact that
in the end the war will be won by a
Many thousands of engineer officers
a year are now being commissioned
by the Engineer School at Fort Bel-
voir. The type of candidate chosen,
the instruction he receives at this
school, and the standards of leader-
ship which he must set are of great
importance to every man desirous of
becoming an engineer officer. Mr.
Frye explains these points in detail.
well equipped and well trained army.
The officers who lead this army must
be the best men in the country. We
attempt to train in weeks officers
who must out wit enemy officers who
have been trained for years. Under
the present system 7% of the candi-
dates who are commissioned are
graduates of engineering schools;
29 (/; are graduates of colleges other
than engineering; 40% have been
By HARRY D. FRYE, junior, m.o
college students; 18`A are high
school graduates; and 6% have not
finished high school. To see clearly
what this means let us break down
an Engineer Combat Battalion with
its complement of 25 officers. Ob-
tained by this method, there will be
2 officers with engineering degrees;
7 officers with diplomas from other
than engineering schools; 10 officers
who have attended college but not
graduated; 4 officers with high school
educations only; and 2 officers who
have not finished high school. You
can readily see that engineering
graduates have a good chance to be
selected for Officer Candidate School
since there are so few of them.
Chances for advancement should
also be better, provided you have
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the courage, initiative, and leader-
ship ability to make your technical
knowledge useful.
Selection
The requirements for admission to
Officer Candidate School are that the
candidate be a citi zen, 18 years of
age, of good character, and physical-
ly sound. He must also have demon-
strated high qualities of leadership.
The applicant must have made at
least 110 on the army general classi-
fication test, a rather modest mental
requirement for an officer. There are
no requirements as to a man's formal
education but knowledge of algebra
and plane geometry are necessary
to enter the Engineer Candidate
School.
Course of Instruction
The course of instruction includes
all the things that an officer will need
to know to lead a platoon of Engi-
neers in battle. There is time for only
the bare essentials in the twelve
weeks. The subjects taught and the
hours devoted to each are as follows:







Processing and Discharging 16
Physical Examination  4
Graduation and Opening
Exercises 11
Study for Night Problems 10
Reserved for Commandant 17
Ceremonies and Inspection 11
Physical Training 16










Army and Engineer Organization_.12
Command and Leadership  6
Sanitation, Hygiene, and First Aid 8
Defense against Chemicals  6
Signal Communications  6







Scouting and Patrolling  8
Musketry 10
Combat Principles 23
Defense against Aircraft  5
Pioneer





Organization of the Ground  7
Assault Tactics  6
Courtesy The 'Iilitary Engtneer
A graduate of O. C. S. receives his appointment as an officer in the













The pace of instruction is very
rapid. No prior knowledge of the
subject is assumed but it is necessary
for the candidate to concentrate on
subjects he has not met before. There
is little time for relaxation during
the course. Reveille at 6: 00 and
classes until 4: 50. There are super-
vised study periods during the week
after supper. Quite a bit of the class
work is practical work out-of-doors.
The subject matter is of such a
nature as to make grading difficult.
Some men will do better than others
on some subjects not because they
are better officers but because they
are familiar with the subject. A man
who was a noncom before being sent
to Officer Candidate School will
naturally make a better showing in
drill and command than a selectee
who has had only a few months
training. To aid the backward men
they are given more leadership
assignments than the more proficient
ones. Another test that reveals much
about the candidates ability as an
officer is the forty-hour test. The
test starts after a full day's work and
includes marches, bivouacs, security
problems, and various surprises. This
is the big test of a man's ability as a
field officer. It is extremely difficult
to avoid personal bias in rating these
men; to help the instructing officer
each man rates every other man in
his platoon and if the rating by the
men differs greatly from the instruc-
tors rating that particular man is
watched closely by the other officers.
Every attempt is made to aid the
honest, hard-working candidate and
to discover the man who does not
have the basic qualities of an officer.
On graduation the candidate is com-
missioned and assigned to duty with
some unit.
F AGE e THE ROSE TECHNIC
Editorials
The Engineer Student and
His Education
Every student has read essays on
how to obtain the most from a col-
lege education and on how to study.
These essays are usually written by
college professors and other college
graduates. Although I have had only
two years of advanced education, I
also have some ideas on these sub-
jects which I would like to present
in this essay, "The Engineer Student
and His Education".
The main object of any education
is to study and to obtain material
knowledge. The only method of ac-
quiring this end is work. Every stu-
dent must spend hours of devoted
effort on his studies. But in order to
do this work in the least time and
obtain the greatest knowledge from
it, I have set up the following rules:
(1) One should not study in a
mechanical manner, but he should
extend his thinking beyond the as-
signed lesson. Endeavor to under-
stand the principles and methods of
the work.
(2) Develop the ability to work
under adverse conditions. One should
not waste time because the condi-
tions under which he must study are
not ideal.
(3) Be independent. Never de-
pend too much on ones fellow stu-
dent.
(4) One should use his imagina-
tion! All ideas that he will encounter
are not realistic.
(5) One should do whatever work
is before him as well as possible.
By following these rules honestly,
it is possible for one to get his work
done in much less time. Perhaps the
attitude of wanting to spend as little
time on studying as possible is not to
be desired, but I believe one should
train himself to do his work very
quickly and yet efficiently. It seems
that most good students work quick-
ly; hence they are able to get more
done in a short time.
If the student has now been suc-
cessful in cutting down his studying
time, he will have some extra time
which he should use wisely. He can
get a job and help finance his edu-
cation. He can also spend extra time
in the shops, or laboratories doing
work which requires skill with the
hands. The student should endeavor
to have not only a keen quick mind,
but skillful and speedy hands. It is
very necessary for the engineer to
be able to coordinate his hands and
his mind.
Time used in recreation and activi-
ties is also time well spent. Every
student should spend some time in
the sun and air in some sport which
will build his body. He should enter
some activities which will afford
leisure and keep his outside inter-
ests active. Such activities are school
publications, debate, rifle and glee
clubs. The student should get entire-
ly away from his work occasionally
and enjoy the good fellowship of his
classmates.
There are, I. am sure, many who
will not agree with my suggestions.
Yet, how many of us on graduation
from college are going to be great
scientists or mathematicians? Most of
mankind, and especially the engi-
neer, work at jobs where their ability
to cooperate with their fellow work-
er, and to have men work well for
them are the prime essentials. The
engineer with a quick, active brain
and a pair of skillful hands is a
better engineer than the one who is
over-burdened with a multitude of
useless facts.
—Vinton B. Haas
Tau Beta Pi Essay
How Will We Win This War?
The Nazis are fighting this war
for the establishment of their doc-
trine of nordic superiority over the
whole world. They carefully pre-
pared their onslaught against the
other nations and wage it with the
most ruthless methods that greatly
outshine anything favored in the
dark ages. From what happened to
the peace-loving countries in Europe
we can readily deduct what would
happen to us in case of a Nazi
victory.
Many farsighted and courageous
people, who knew what was at stake,
told us that we could not stay out of
this conflict just by saying that we
wanted to be left alone. Many others
thought we could keep out, some
were really convinced, others just
did not want to give up their easy
every-day life, which of course would
be greatly upset in war time and
cause hardships.
Events that took place on Dec.
7, 1941, very definitely convinced
everybody that we were in it all,
and that the sooner we would realize
that, the better we would be off.
Now, that we are in, it is just as
important to fight on the ideological
front as it is on the battle fronts.
How many people do really have a
clear conception of what we are
fighting for? We say we must defeat
Hitler and preserve "the American
way" of democracy. Let us go a little
further than just uttering empty
phrases.
We all want peace. And yet people
who thought that the last great war
was the last one to be fought before
an everlasting peace, experienced
bitter disappointment. They thought
that the war was won with the sign-
ing of the armistice.
As long as people are suppressed
and therefore dissatisfied, we will
have revolutions and wars. When we
claim that we are fighting for de-
mocracy, then we must fight for all
the people on this earth to preserve
or regain their freedom. These ideals
(Continued on Page 26)




Ralph E. Brown, a mechanical
engineering student was born in
Indianapolis, Ind. on Nov. 17, 1922
and in the course of events attended
and graduated from the Arsenal
Technical High School in that city.
He entered Rose in September of
'39 and has since made quite a name
for himself in other ways than that
of being the tallest man in the class
of Feb. '43 (He is 6'7" girls—and he
has but recently become engaged) .
During his stay at Rose, Ralph has
become very much interested in the
Glee Club and was business manager
in his junior year and is president
this year. He is president of the stu-
dent council and is president of the
Society of American Military Engi-
neers chapter at Rose. A member of
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity
and Blue Key honor fraternity, he
is also a member of the Rifle Team,
Camera Club, A. S. M. E. and Tau
Nu Tau. In his sophomore year he
held the position of Humor Editor of
the Technic. During his spare time
Ralph has been working on con-
Over ten years ago the idea was
conceived of creating a national
basis for recognizing the outstanding
students on the campuses of Amer-
ican universities and colleges. It
took about two years to work out
the plan in its present form and in
1934 the first issue of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Uni-
versities and Colleges" was pub-
lished. Every year since then the
leaders of extra curricular activities
on American college or university
campuses have been honored by be-
ing elected to have their biography
appear in the above mentioned book.
It is considered probably the great-
est single honor which a student can
receive during his four year career
and Rose is proud to announce the
names of those men chosen for this
honor.
struction work at the Vigo Ordnance
Plant and is said to be quite pro-
ficient operating a Le Tourneau
scraper. A member of the R. O. T. C.,
his future is already planned for
some time but after the war he hopes
to get into personnel engineering or
production work.
Richard O. Driskell
Another lad hailing from Indian-
apolis is Richard Owen Driskell,
better known as "Rod" to his friends.
Born on December 28, 1921, Dick
too was graduated from the Arsenal
Technical High School of Indianap-
olis. During his high school days he
played saxophone in a dance orches-
tra and later during his summer
vacations in college worked as a
draftsman and designer for the Bemis
Machine Shop. During his days at
Rose, Dick has showed an aptitude
for keeping up his grades while at
the same time he has also had time
to enter many outside activities. This
year he holds the position of Vice-
president of the student council be-
sides being the editor-in-chief of the
Modulus. He has been on the staff
of the Technic, Handbook, or Modu-
lus each year of his stay at Rose and
is vice-president of the Rose Rifle
Club. He was a member of the Glee
Club in his junior year and has been
a Rose Honor Man for the past two
years. A member of Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity and treas-
urer of Blue Key honorary fraternity
he has had the honor of winning
class honors each year at Rose. In
this light he was recently pledged
to Tau Beta Pi engineering honorary
fraternity. An advanced R. O. T. C.
Ralph E. Brown
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Fred L. Kolb, Jr. Michael W. Percopo
student, he is also a member of Tau
Nu Tau and S. A. M. E. Being a
member of the mechanical engineer-
ing department, he is a member of
the A. S. M. E. For his work on the
rifle team he earned his letter and
is a member of the Rose Lettermen's
Association. He has his future
planned in the services of our coun-
try but hopes after the war to get a
job working on motors in aircraft or
automotive industries.
Richard A. Holthaus
Richard A. Holthaus was born in
Terre Haute, Ind. on July 8, 1921
and attended in order Thompson
School, Woodrow Wilson Junior
High, Wiley High School, and finally
Rose Tech. Dick, a member of the
chemical engineering department
spent most of his spare time around
his father's grocery store. He carried
magazines and was a member of the
Boy Scouts of America when young-
er and worked up to the rank of
Eagle scout. He plays the clarinet so
has seen quite a little experience
playing with different bands. "Bud-
die", as he is called at school, has
been one of the real workers at the
school and through his determined
plugging at various things has
achieved no little fame on the cam-
pus. He has been going out for foot-
ball since his freshman year but it
hasn't been till this year that the
William F. Rumbley
school found out he is a good full-
back. He worked himself up on the
Technic staff till today he is Business
Manager and is also Chairman of the
Rose chapter of the A. I. Ch. E. A
member of the Camera Club he is
also president of the Rose chapter
of Alpha Tau Omega social frater-
nity. Being an Advanced R. O. T. C.
student he is a member of Tau Nu
Tau military fraternity. Buddie hopes
to make the Army his life's work
but if that is not possible after the
war he would like to go to a grad-
uate school and major in rubber
manufacture. He hopes eventually to
get a good job with one of the large
American rubber companies.
Alan W. Ker
Little did the students of Rose
Polytechnic Institute in the year 1922
know that something was happening
that would affect the future of the
school in many ways, for it was on
Jan. 20, 1922 that Alan Ward Ker
was born in Indianapolis, Ind. He
lived a normal life attending Indian-
apolis Public School No. 54 and later
the Arsenal Technical High School
in Indianapolis. Since his arrival at
Rose, Al has practically become a
one-man human dynamo and has
taken part in just about every activ-
ity the school offers. A member of
the mechanical engineering depart-
ment, Al was vice-president of his
sophomore class, and for the past
William T. Weinhardt
three years has been working his
way up in the staff of the Rose
Technic of which he is editor-in-
chief today. He is president of the
Rifle Club this year after being vice-
president last year, and secretary-
treasurer two years ago. At present
he is president of the Rose chapter
of Blue Key honorary fraternity and
is also a member of Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, Tau Nu Tau,
and Tau Beta Pi honorary fraternity.
He has earned his "R" as a member
of the Rifle Team and has been a
member of the Rose Honor Men for
the past three years. He is an ad-
vanced R. O. T. C. student and is a
member of the S. A. M. E. and the
A. S. M. E. Al has been awarded
Class Honors each year while at
Rose and this year is a member of
the student council. In his freshman
year he won the coveted Heminway
Medal for scholastic excellence. Al
will be commissioned a Second Lieu-
tenant on graduation from Rose and
will remain in the service till the end
of the war. After the war Al hopes
to get a job with some aviation
engine company and make it his
life's work.
Fred L. Kolb, Jr.
Fred L. Kolb, Jr. was born in
Pittsburgh, Pa. on July 25, 1920 and
during the course of his younger
(Continued on Page 28)
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Research and Development
Edited by ROBERT W. HODGERS, senior, e.e.
Courtesy General Electric
Almost perfectly pure, this mercury has special electrical uses
of importance in the war effort.
Pure Mercury
Mercury, 99.99995 per cent pure,
is being prepared at a rate of one-
half ton daily in a special purification
plant in a General Electric works
laboratory. This pure mercury is
necessary, mainly, for electron tubes
providing power for such essential
war industries as the manufacture of
aluminum and magnesium. It also
has several other uses which cannot
be listed because of military secrecy.
The mercury is siphoned into
bottles which hold 14 pounds of the
liquid metal. More than 90,000
pounds of liquid mercury were pre-
pared during the first five months
of its operation.
The picture shows Grant J. Mc-
Donald, in charge of operation of the
plant, siphoning mercury into the
bottles and F. S. Fisher, designer of
the plant, in the background.
Heated Suits for Army Fliers
Knowledge gained in the develop-
ment of the electric blanket is incor-
porated in the design of an elec-
trically heated flying suit, designed
by General Electric engineers in co-
operation with the U. S. Army Air
Force. It is a lightweight garment,
warm enough for flying at very high
altitudes where the temperature may
drop to 60 degrees below zero or
lower. The electrically wired suit is
not only many pounds lighter than
the suit it replaces but permits the
use of heated gloves which give the
flier the sensitive touch needed for
the operation of instruments.
The heating wires are sewed in
parallel waves between an outer
shell of wool and an inner shell of
cotton. Gloves are of a material and
design commonly used in ladies'
dress gloves. The boots, worn inside
a standard light aviation boot, are
wired cloth with a molded-rubber
sole. Pigtail connections to the elec-




Sewage disposal plants must be
designed and constructed so as to
take into account the expansion and
contraction that result from tempera-
ture changes in tanks and other steel
equipment. Not only are the primers
and top coatings subjected to the
same strains as the metal, but they
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This sewage disposal plant has tanks painted
corrosion resistant plastic.
must also resist weathering and the
corrosive action of sewage liquids.
Coatings are now employed by the
Greater Peoria Sanitary and Sewage
Disposal District that lengthen the
painting cycle to as much as five
years. These durable finishes based
on bakelite resins are standard for
most of the plant's underwater and
abovewater steel structures, includ-
ing aeration tanks, primary settling
tanks, digester tanks, sludge drying
beds, purifiers, and gas holders. The
included illustration shows the aera-
tion tanks in the foreground. Pri-
mary settling tanks and digestion
tanks are in the background, while
purifiers and the gas holder are in
the right background.
New Blackout Street Light
A blackout street light which pro-
duces light equivalent to that from
the flame of a single candle has been
developed in General Electric's
illuminating laboratory for use dur-
ing possible air raids or other emer-
gencies when the regular street and
highway lights must be put out.
Based on specifications used by the
Courtesy Bakelite Review
with a special
British in their blackouts, these fix-
tures when spaced 100 feet apart and
mounted at a height of 15 feet above
the street, will produce a spread of
light equal to starlight or 1/100 of
moonlight.
The entire fixture is painted black.
In it is mounted a 10-watt incandes-
cent lamp so concealed that the only
illumination visible is through a cir-
cular narrow piece of plastic around
the side. This light cannot reach the
eyes of aviators above because of a
projecting black canopy at the top.
"First impression in viewing this
light is that it produces no illumina-
tion at all," John E. Bock, General
Electric engineer, explained. "How-
ever, when the eye becomes adjust-
ed to the darkness, persons and ob-
jects can be dimly seen at distances
of 30 to 40 feet. The effect is much
the same as experienced in entering
a dark motion picture theater."
70 mph Tank Destroyer
New military weapons, called TD's
by the men who are now developing
methods for their use, are variously
described as mobile cannon, combat
cars, trackless tanks, etc., but are
more accurately tank destroyers.
These motorized vehicles travel on
multiple wheels and are capable of
speeds up to 70 mph. Although light-
ly armored, they are heavily armed.
Their guns, in several calibers, are
mounted to fire forward in the direc-
tion of travel. Basic weapon at the
present time is a 75 mm. gun.
This charging artillery has been
developed because ordinary artillery
Courtesy Automotive 1Var Production
America's tank destroyer units are equipped with 70-mph mobile artillery pieces.
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The "rubberized" fabric of this army
Saflex-coated, thus saving- pounds
'ou r I es Monsanto
water bag- is actually
of precious rubber.
leaves much to be desired in fighting
tanks. Since tanks are mobile, they
do not stay put until ordinary artil-
lery can get set to attack them. Fre-
quently in this war, big guns have
been cut off from behind by tanks
that have swept around them. Al-
though guns towed by fast trucks
or half-tracks have been adopted,
they cannot go into action until they
are unlimbered and turned around.
Tank destroyers operate in three
vehicle teams comprising two gun
mounts and their own protective
antiaircraft carrier. Speed and fire-
power replace armor. They are
camouflaged and can easily out-race
their 30-mph foe and either lob shells
from five miles away, or they can
sweep in close, take a devasting
crack at short range, and run for
cover.
Saflex
The thin layer of tough, resilient
plastic that would ordinarily have
been used in safety glass is now be-
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agencies as a re-
placement for ex-
truded and molded
rubber in an array of military and
industrial articles, most of which are
strictly confidential.
In an army raincoat, Saflex re-
places 13/1, pounds of rubber. In
coats for a 10,000,000 man army, that
is 17,500,000 pounds, or 8,750 tons of
rubber saved.















Hodgman R u b-
ber Co. of Fram-
ingham, M a s s.,
Saflex is trans-
formed from a thermoplastic to
a thermosetting material with mark-
edly increased resistance to sol-
vents and greatly decreased water
absorption. Except for the in-
gredients added to the plasticized
resin as received from Monsan-
to's Springfield plant, however, the
process follows almost exactly, step
by step, the conventional "rubber-
izing" process. In fact, as modified by
the Hodgman company, Saflex lends
itself to the coating of fabrics by
either of the two conventional meth-
ods, spreading or calendering, more
readily than rubber itself. No chang-
es from the usual procedure are
necessary, no new equipment or
mechanical adjustments are needed
and no additional training is required
for labor.
Heavy-Duty Springs
A heavy-duty spring made up for
experimental purposes to obtain first
hand information on the suitability
of "K" Monel for such springs has
proven its possibility. Tests have in-
dicated that the spring made up of
heat-treatable "K" Monel and weigh-
ing 50 pounds can safely support a
load of 51/2 tons before reaching its
elastic limit. Dimensions of the
spring are as follows:
Rod diameter 1% inches
Outside diameter 73/8 inches
Inside diameter 45/8 inches
Pitch diameter 6 inches
courtexii /pie°






Solid height 7 inches
Total deflection 4-7— inches1 6
Free height 12 inches
The hot rolled bar, 1%, approxi-
mately 104 inches in length, from
which this spring was made was
heated in a natural gas-fired furnace
to a temperature of 2,150 degrees F.
The spring was coiled on a conven-
tional horizontal coiling machine at
an estimated temperature of about
2000° F. Following coiling, which was
accomplished without difficulty, the
springs were quenched in a bath of
oil since there were no facilities
available for quenching in a 5 (/, solu_
tion of alcohol and water which
would have been more desirable.
Load carrying capacity tests made
on this spring indicated that it would
support 8,000 pounds, corresponding
to a torsional stress of 47,000 psi.
This load carrying capacity was ob-
tained before cold pressing the
spring. However, after cold working,
its elastic limit was increased to
11,000 pounds, corresponding to a
torsional stress of approximately
64,000 psi.
Airplane Overcoats
A tough overcoat to protect air-
craft and tanks against the weather
in transit from the factories to
American or allied forces across the
sea is provided by "Revolite" coated
fabrics. In the illustration a bomber
is shown completely wrapped with
tape made from the material ex-
pressively for this purpose. "Revo-
lite" coated fabric is a product of the
Zapon Division of the
Atlas Powder Com-
pany, and has been
known f or many
years for its resist-
ance to weathering
and to chemicals.
One of its principal
industrial applic a-
tions is for laundry
roll coverings. The
fabric is roll-coated






has now produced a
tool that will make
it possible to meter
and standardize a
unit of sunlight just
as accurately as a
watt of electrical en-
ergy or gallon of
fluid. Sun tan ultra-
violet striking the metal cell will be
converted into millionths of watts of
energy inside a long glass tube.
The ultraviolet sun meter resem-
bles, in appearance, a long oversized
radio tube. At the upper end of the
tube a circular wire electrode sur-
rounds a flat metal button about the
size of a half dollar. This metal in its
refined state is sensitive only to that
portion of the ultraviolet in sunlight
which produces sunburn. When the
sun's rays strike the surface of the
metal disc, a stream of photo-elec-
Courtesy Bak( lite 1?eriewA coated fabric tape protects this bomber from the weather during
shipment to the battle front.
Courtesy Westinghouse
The quantity of ultraviolet light striking the earth is
measured by this electronic instrument.
trons is released which travel to the
electrode. From the electrode the
electrons pass to a tiny condensor in
which they are stored up over a
period of seconds and then released
in a single discharge across an elec-
trical circuit in the tube. Each time
the condensor discharges, a sensitive
relay "trigger" registers a sharp
click on an automatic counter which
reveals that a known quantity of
ultraviolet has reached the earth.
The number and frequency of clicks
provide research men with the total
quantity for any given period of time.
The new sun-measuring instru-
ment eventually will operate in
twenty of the world's solar observa-
tion posts to be set up for nation-
wide ultraviolet study by the United
States Weather Bureau and the
ultraviolet sunfall measurements will
be made available to farmers, agri-
cultural colleges, meterologists and
physicians throughout the country.
Solar ultraviolet data may prove
as important in agricultural studies





Courtesy Power Plant Engineereng
Above—Parker Dam.
Top ('enter—Huge Hydro-Generator being lowered into
position at Grand Coulee Dam.
Below—An Outdoor Turbine located in California.
Courtesy Power Plant Engineering
Bottom Center—Turbocharger for increasing power of
existing Diesel engine.
Below—A complete, self-contained power plant employing
a light-weight five-cylinder Radiac enfine.
Independence Day
Due to the change of schedule the
date of freshman "Independence
Day" was changed from St. Patrick's
Day to November 20. On this day the
freshman class free themselves from
the rule of the sophomores and climb
to a level equal to that of the re-
mainder of the student body. They
will no longer be disturbed by an
inquiring sophomore demanding a
light for his cigarette or have to cut
short their dinner hour just to get
to a 12: 20 freshman meeting to avoid
an involuntary swim in the lake on a
cold day. At high noon of this im-
portant day the freshman class will
shed their caps, garters, and matches;
but up to the last second the sopho-
more class will be on hand to enforce
all the rules and plan to punish any
of their subjects who decide that
their duties as a freshman are over
before the zero hour.
The student council will sponsor a
dance that night to celebrate the
liberation of the freshman class. Al-
though under the assumed name of
"Thanksgiving Day Dance" it will
take the place of the annual St.
Patrick's Day Dance and will be
carried out in the same enthusiasm
of the past.
The following students were chos-
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Orchestra committee
Alan Ker, chairman, Harmon Rose.
Tickets and finance
Fred Kolb, chairman, Walter
VanderVeer.
Decorations and favors
Bill Rumbley, chairman, James
Armacost.
Publicity committee
Ray Kopan, chairman, Dayle Price.
Rifle Club
Once again the men of the Rose
rifle team have taken up arms to
prepare for the coming rifle season.
Their first meeting was held the last
week in October, with the remainder
of last year's team and several new
men attending.
Alan Ker has been elected presi-
dent for the ensuing year and Rich-
ard Driskell was chosen vice presi-
dent. These two men and James
March are the only returning senior
lettermen, a large part of last year's
team having graduated. The other
returning lettermen are Kopan,
Buckalter, and Jones. The skill of
William Leedy is especially missed
as the scores which Mr. Leedy turned
in were a great contributing factor
to the success of last year's team.
The Rose team will be at a con-
siderable disadvantage this year
through the fact that the accelerated
program will be responsible for the
mid-season graduation of the senior
members. Because of this fact only a
few intercollegiate matches will be
placed on the schedule. Supplement-
ing the usual matches of this type
will be shoulder-to-shoulder matches
in the Wabash Valley Rifle League.
These matches began about the first
of November and will be fired
weekly.
Freshmen and other underclass-
men are urged to attend the meet-
ings and to practice, for an early
start and long hours of practice are
essentials if the team is to be a
success.
Traffic Survey
In order to facilitate the saving of
tires and gasoline in the future, a
plan has been devised through which
a cooperative system among groups
of Rose students can be arranged. A
survey headed by Prof. Hutchins
was recently taken in which each
student was asked to fill out a trans-
portation sheet, giving the details of
already existing cooperative groups
and the possibilities of such a plan
if not already in effect. By a compila-
tion of this information, transporta-
tion groups have been suggested in
which the driver would pick up
several men with a minimum of
driving in doing so.
These cooperative groups are mere-
ly suggestions and no one at present
is compelled to follow them, but ad-
herence to the plan will definitely
ease the transportation problem at
Rose as well as further the war
effort.
E. C. M. A. Convention
On Friday and Saturday, October
16 and 17, the Technic sent a dele-
gation of several of its staff officers
to Purdue University to attend the
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Freshmen Sought New Heights.
twenty-second annual convention of
the Engineering College Magazines
Associated. Men making the trip
were Alan Ker, John Metz, Michael
Percopo, and Richard Holthaus.
Besides the business sessions,
where new developments and a-
chievements were presented to rep-
resentatives from all over the coun-
try, the guests were entertained at
a banquet and a dance in the Purdue
Union Building.
Four awards were won by the
Rose Technic for the period from
September, 1941 to June, 1942. These
included first place in the competi-
tion for the best alumni section, sec-
ond place in campus news, and hon-
orable mention for having a good
cover and fine editorials.
Homecoming
Following a hard week of finals
and fraternity rush the men of Rose
settled to their usual studies and a
more enjoyable type of work—that
of preparing for homecoming week-
end. The entire student body planned
to make the homecoming of 1942 as
great as those in the past despite the
handicaps that have arisen from
various outgrowths of World War II;








jobs in the nation's
defense industries.
Even mother na-
ture did her part
by furnishing per-
fect weather for









best girls and the
freshmen with the
best girl of the Rose campus, Rosie,
the school mascot, formed at Rose
into a parade and driving three
abreast invaded Terre Haute. When
the procession reached the heart of
the city they halted Rosie along with





cal chords to an-
nounce to all with-
in hearing that
Rose was to win
the next day's
game.
Following t h e
trip through town
the group collect-






one of the largest





that arose in the heart of Terre
Haute the night before could not
compare with the fighting spirit
displayed by the Rose football
team Saturday afternoon when
they trounced Earlham College
by the score of 69-7. A definite
fighting spirit was also found in the
cheers of the students and alumni.
The enthusiasm even seemed to in-
crease during the final minutes of
the game and rose to its climax as
the final conversion was successful
to raise the total score to 69 points.
Cider and hot dogs, furnished by the
Tau Beta Pi fraternity, were served
to all present to complete the suc-
cessful afternoon.
Following the game the alumni
looked over their Alma Mater and
some traveled to their former homes
in the various fraternity houses to
see their fraternity brothers and
meet the new members.
That evening everyone returned
to the annual homecoming dance
held in the gymnasium. Music for
the dance was furnished from 9: 00
until 12: 00 by Dick Peirce and his
Indiana University band. The setting
for the victory dance was cleverly
(Continued on Page 29)
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Plan for Selection
of The Rose Technic Staff
SECTION 1. The staff of the Rose
Technic shall be composed of stu-
dents of the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute.
SECTION 2. This plan shall be pre-
sented to the student body of the
Rose Polytechnic Institute at a re-
quired assembly by the third Thurs-
day of the second semester after the
resumption of school by the presi-
dent of the Institute.
SECTION 3. All students who are
desirous of seeking a position on the
staff of the Rose Technic shall make
that fact known in a letter of inten-
tion addressed to the editor and
business manager of the Rose Tech-
nic. This letter of intention shall be
in response to a notice posted on the
bulletin board of the Rose Polytech-
nic Institute by the editor and busi-
ness manager of the Rose Technic on
the second Monday after the Thurs-
day on which the plan of selection
was presented.
SECTION 4. The purpose of the
letter of intention shall be to state
the branch of magazine work in
which the student is interested and
to signify his intention of trying out
for a position on the staff of the Rose
Technic.
SECTION 5. The Editor of the Rose
Technic shall make a list of all stu-
dents signifying an interest in edi-
torial work. The Business Manager
of the Rose Technic shall likewise
make a list of all students signifying
an interest in business work. The
above-mentioned lists shall be made
on large sheets of drawing paper
and posted on the wall in the office
of the Rose Technic. A complete list
of all students turning in letters of
intention shall be posted on the
bulletin board of the Rose Poly-
technic Institute by the Editor and
Business Manager of the Rose Tech-
nic.
SECTION 6. Both Faculty Advisers
of the Rose Technic shall be em-
powered to give assignments to the
students who have turned in letters
of intention. These assignments shall
be in connection with the type of
magazine work in which the student
has stated his interest.
SECTION 7. The assignment and
date of assignment for each student
shall be entered after his name on
the office list by either the Editor or
Business Manager of the Rose
Technic.
SECTION 8. The number of assign-
ments shall be unlimited but shall
be distributed equally among the
students on test so that each student
has at least one assignment in con-
nection with each department on
either the editorial or business side
of the staff.
SECTION 9. The editor and busi-
ness manager of the Rose Technic
shall post a notice on the bulletin
board of the Rose Polytechnic Insti-
tute two weeks before the retiring
staff issues its last Rose Technic ask-
ing for applications for positions on
the staff of the Rose Technic.
SECTION 10. Only students who
have served on the staff of the Rose
Technic during the previous school
year and those who have completed
the test period of the present year
shall be qualified to make applica-
tion.
SECTION 11. All letters of applica-
cation shall be written to the Editor
and Business Manager of the Rose
Technic stating: the staff position of
first choice, the staff position of sec-
ond choice, and the staff position of
third choice; previous experience;
cumulative scholarship rating; and
other student activities.
SECTION 12. Actual selections for
positions on the staff of the Rose
Technic shall be made by the
Faculty Advisers, the Editor, and
the Business Manager of the Rose
Technic. Selections shall be made by
the unanimous agreement of the
four above-mentioned parties. Rec-
ommendations as to English quali-
fications of applicants shall be ob-
tained from the English department
of the Rose Polytechnic Institute.
SECTION 13. Selections of members
of the staff of the Rose Technic shall
be posted on the bulletin board of
the Rose Polytechnic Institute two
weeks after the notice asking for ap-
plications had been posted.
SECTION 14. All letters of inten-
tion, all letters of application, and
all material submitted by students
during the test period shall be filed
with the Faculty Adviser of the
Rose Technic.
SECTION 15. No position on the
staff of the Rose Technic shall be
filled during the school year except
by a student who has completed the
test period of the previous school
year. Actual selection shall be made
as in Section 12.
Our Future
Most teen-aged college students
won't be called into military service
until the end of this school year.
This is particularly true of competent
students, especially those taking
scientific and technical courses. After
this year, when inroads on college
teen-agers are likely to be relatively
heavy, the question of who shall re-
main in school will be a stickler. The
draft bill itself isn't likely to lay
down strict stipulations on this mat-
ter—it will be left to administrative
decision. Broadly, administrative
officials will base their decision on
two major considerations: the course
a student is taking and his scholastic
record.
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Before you call Long Distance, please ask yourself:
1. Is it really necessary? 2. Will it interfere with war calls?
TELEPHONE lines—especially Long Distance circuits—are
-11- crowded as never before, these war days. Materials to build
new lines—copper, rubber, nickel—are needed for the shooting
war. So we must get the most out of present facilities.
You can help us keep the wires clear for vital war calls if
you will do these two things: (1) Don't call Long Distance un-
less it's urgent; (2) Call by number if possible and please be
brief. Thank you!
noR eAtis COO MST*/
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R. Nelson Hickman, M.E.,
is industrial specialist,
Facilities Section, War
Production Board, New York.
Dr. Alonzo J. Hammond
has been elected an hon-
orary member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.
The honor will be formally conferred
next January. Dr. Hammond is a
past-president of the Society. He is
now in Washington as a member of
the Construction Contract Board of
the Construction Division of the
War Department and also serves as
Deputy Chief of the Price Adjust-
ment Section of the Construction
Division. For many years Dr. Ham-
mond has been a member of the
board of managers of Rose.
Frederick H. Cash, C. E.,
with the Republic Steel
Corporation at Hibbing,
Minnesota is now the district man-
ager. Cash was formerly the general








G. Gilbert Overpeck, E.E.,
is the assistant telephone
engineer, Signal Corps,
War Department, at Boston, Massa-
chusetts. Overpeck was formerly the
examiner for the Veterans Adminis-
tration, in Washington.
Fred W. Springer, C.E.,
with the J. G. White Engi-
neering Corporation, has
been transferred from New York to
Syracuse, New York.
Wayne C. Woodling, M.E., is the
master mechanic for the Freuhauf
Trailer Company, at Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Woodling was formerly
assistant to the vice president of the




Frank F. Peker, M.E., is
the chief engineer with
the Winslow Scale Works,
Terre Haute, Indiana.
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Edwin H. Carnarus, Ch.E.,
21 is now the general super-
intendent for the Publick_
er Commercial Alcohol Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Carnarus
was formerly the plant manager for
the same company.
Milton H. Sewell, M.E., is produc-
tion engineer with the Royal Liver-
pool Group (Fire Insurance) at
Cleveland, Ohio.
)2 2 Donald L. Griffith, Ch.E.,
has been promoted from
sales agent to sales man-
ager for the National Malleable and
Steel Castings Company, in Cleve-
land, Ohio.
Milton E. Feldstein, M.E.,
25 is now the general super-
intendent of the indirect
production for the Delco Products
Division of General Motors, at Day-
ton, Ohio. Feldstein was formerly a
master mechanic for the same com-
pany.
Herbert E. Maston, M.E.,
is the plant superintendent
for the Dresser Genera-
tive Plant, Public Service Company
of Indiana at the Dresser Station.
Matson was formerly the efficiency
engineer for the same plant.
C. Max Sherwood, C.E., formerly
the sales engineer for the Johns
Conveyor Division of the Osborn
Manufacturing Company of Chicago,
Illinois. Sherwood is now the district
manager for the Osborn Manufac-
turing Company.
Joseph H. Utt, E.E., is the engi-
neer with the Felor Corporation,
Ltd. of Kansas City, Missouri. Pre-
viously, Utt had been with the Com-
monwealth and Southern Corpora-
tion as an engineer.
Davis U. Hoffman, C.E.,
27 is assistant to the engineer
in charge, U. S. Engineer
district, St. Louis, Missouri. Hoffman
had previously been an associate




Dr. Richard K. Toner has
gone to Princeton Uni-
versity where he is the
Assistant Professor of Chemical En-
gineering.
Norman E. Watson, E.E., is now
employed by the Panhandle Eastern
Pipe Line Company, at Liberal,
Kansas.
Robert W. Rockwood,
42 C.E., is now employed by
the Douglas Aircraft Com-
pany in Santa Monica, California.
In the Service
'15—Lieutenant John M. Sanford,
Ch.E., is now stationed at Fort Sam
Houston, Texas. Prior to his entrance
into the Army, Lieutenant Sanford
was the owner of the Sanford Lab-
oratories in Terre Haute, Indiana.
'24--Major Howard C. Hooker,
C.E., is the chief of the production
section at the Chicago Engineer Pro-
curement District. Before entering
the service Major Hocker was an
associate engineer in the U. S.
Engineer Office.
'39--Lieutenant Roy E. Warren,
E.E., has been transferred from Fort
Leonard Wood to Fort Bragg, North
Carolina. Lieutenant Warren is with
the 326th Airborne Battalion of the
101st Airborne Division.
Newlyweds
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Gardner
announced the marriage of their
daughter, Marie W. Morris, to Mr.
John W. Bolton, Rose '42. The wed-
ding was held on October 24th in
Hamilton, Ohio.
Mrs. Clara Francis announced the
marriage of her daughter, Jewel, to
Arthur D. Owens, Rose '42. The
wedding took place on October 24th
in Terre Haute, Indiana.
Mrs. Charles F. Walton announced
the marriage of her daughter, Geri,
to Lieutenant Jack K. Kennedy,




Rose recovers an Earlham fumble at Homecoming game.
Campus Sports
Rose vs. Earlham
Ed McGovern led the Fightin'
Engineers to a glorious 69 to 7 vic-
tory over Earlham College at the
Homecoming Day game. The flashy
halfback ran wild with the pigskin
to score six touchdowns and kick
seven conversions to score 43 points
before the final gun went off.
Earlham never had a chance
against the powerful Rose team and
scored their only touchdown in the
fourth period against the Engineers'
reserves. Coach Phil Brown gave
every man on the Rose squad an
opportunity to play before the con-
test ended.
McGovern now has a total of 71
points in three games to give him a
better average per game than any
player in the nation. His total of 43
points in one game is surpassed, ac-
cording to a Spaulding record book,
only by Forrest Peters of Montana
who totaled 51 points in a 1924 foot-
ball game.
The game was barely underway
when McGovern intercepted De-
Photo by Davis
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Honey's pass in midfield and skipped
55 yards to the goal line. Ed followed
with a beautiful place kick through
the uprights for the conversion.
Smith booted on the kickoff and the
ball traveled far into Earlham terri-
tory forcing the Quakers to punt
on the next play. Smith caught
Anderson's kick and was downed on
the Rose 31-yard line. McGovern
carried the ball on the next play and
raced 39 yards into Earlham's half
of the field. Holthaus picked up
seven yards and Hillenbrand added
nine more on the next two plays
until McGovern took over and
crossed the goal in two plays.
Earlham had the ball on their own
42 yard line when Mitchell threw
Gingery for a six yard loss. Jim
Turner fumbled the ball on the next
play and Hillenbrand recovered. Mc-
Govern broke through the line for
12 yards, Hillenbrand carried the
ball on a reverse to gain 11 yards,
and then Ed took the pigskin for a
32-yard sprint and Rose scored
again. McGovern converted to make
the score 21 to 0, all points being
credited to the star halfback.
A kickoff by Rose, a punt by Earl-
ham, and a 28-yard jaunt by Mc-
Govern put the ball in the Engineers'
hands on the visitors 38-yard stripe.
Hillenbrand cut through the left end
for a 15-yard gain and Smith moved
the ball another 5-yards around the
other end. Harmon Rose scored an-
other touchdown in the following
two plays, and Allen Smith convert-
ed to make the score 28 to O. The
second team took over for the Engi-
neers, and played the remaning five
minutes of the first half.
The Rose varsity went back into
the play at the start of the second
period. A punt by Anderson placed
the ball in Rose's possession on their
own 39-yard line, but three plays
later, Rose added another touchdown
to its towering score. McGovern
tallied the six points and converted
to make the score 35 to O.
In a few more minutes the Engi-
neers scored another touchdown
when Hillenbrand made a 50-yard
dash over the goal, side-stepping and
(Continued on Page 26)
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Fraternity Notes  
Alpha Tau Omega
The Gamma Gam-
ma chapter of Al-
pha Tau Omega en-
joyed a very suc-
cessful rush season.
After all the fresh-
men had visited the
house, the following men were form-
ally pledged by the chapter: Joseph
Dede, Bob Gillum, Bill Jarret, How-
ard Johnson, Bill Marietta, Warren
Pugh, Dan Rice, John Sills, Bob
Strum, Don Tyler, Ward Warner,
and John White.
A dinner meeting was held Mon-
day night in honor of the new
pledges. Colonel Noyes, Captain
Bennett, and Lieutenant Colwell
were guests at the dinner. The chap-
ter was very glad to have the Cap-
tain present again at the house be-
fore his departure for active duty in
the South. The Mothers' Club pre-
pared a very good dinner for this
occasion.
Homecoming weekend established
a new precedent at the A. T. O.
house. Instead of the usual male in-
habitants, the house was occupied by
the out-of-town dates of the chapter
members. This plan was very suc-
Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.
Over 40 Years Experience
Plumbing and Heating




cessful, and it will undoubtedly be
used again. Mrs. Srofe and Mrs.
Milholland acted as chaperons for
the girls. The men from the house
stayed with their brothers in town
during the week-end.
Friday night after the bonfire, the
A. T. 0.'s and their new pledge
brothers enjoyed a hayride at Smith's
farm. Hot cocoa and roasted weiners
made the cold endurable and proved




the pledging of the
following men: Cur-
tis V. Hinton, Wash-
ington, Ind.; John
Perona, Clin to n,
Ind.; Clinton Hoskinson, Hutsonville,
Ill.; William Hunt, Sullivan, Ind.;
William Phillips, Glenn, Ind.; Ells-
worth Stayer, Chicago, Ill.; Paul
Benning, James Conover, Elmer
Cooke, Richard Dill, Emil Oprisu,
and Standau Weinbrecht, all of
Terre Haute; Ben Richardson, Wil-
liam Johnson, Robert Bruck, Perry
Ray, and Jim Wade, all of Indian-
apolis, Ind.
Following the hectic rush of final
exams and pledging, the school cele-
brated Homecoming. The entire
chapter heartily welcomed this week
end of social diversion. Following the
bonfire an open house was held








"grads", actives, and pledges enjoyed
an evening of informal fun. The
apple bobbing contest was led by
Professor MacLean who emerged
dripping but victorious with an apple
as the reward. Several stunts were
interspersed with dancing and helped
to round out a pleasant evening.
Professor and Mrs. MacLean and
Professor and Mrs. Wischmeyer act-
ed as chaperons at this affair.
The chapter was on hand Saturday
afternoon to help cheer the victorious
football team. The significant final
score brought forth interesting dis-
cussion at the smoker held at the
house after the game. At this smoker,
the "old boys" told many interesting
accounts of their days and experi-
ences at Rose.
The dance held Saturday night in
the gym successfully concluded an-
other Homecoming. The entire school




ter of Theta Xi is
proud to announce
the pledging of 16
new men into the
fraternity. They
are: Ed Booth, In-
di anapo s; Bob
Brandenburg, Charleston, W. Va.;
Jack Doeffler, Fort Wayne; Casper
Haupt, Highland Park, Ill.; Jim
Hunt, Terre Haute; Bob Kays, Clay
City; Tom Keogh, Pittsburgh, Pa.;




From Our Factory to You
SHERMAN'S CLOTHES
522 Wabash Avenue
Men's and Young Men's
Suits - Topcoats - Overcoats
1:3
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HE SPECIALIZES IN "BIG STUFF."
L. A. Kilgore has been designing elec-
tric generators, rectifiers, and motors
ever since he joined Westinghouse
. . . but his 40,000 h.p. Wright Field
wind-tunnel motor tops them all.
Kilgore received his E. E. at the
University of Nebraska and his ALS.
at the University of Pittsburgh.
The hurricane that shapes
an eagle's wings.
THE LIGHTNING SPEED Of the modern warplane has brought
I a lot of headaches to aircraft designers.
Wind-tunnels, the "proving grounds" of aviation, were satis-
factory for studying the performance of the lighter, slower
planes of yesterday. But they were not adequate for today's
fighter planes . . . with top speeds of over 400 miles per hour.
To investigate the terrific forces at work at these high speeds,
the U. S. Army demanded a wind-tunnel that would produce
a tornado many times greater than Nature's wildest gale.
Army officials asked Westinghouse to take over the job of
building the electric motor to drive the fans in this tunnel.
The two fans were to be truly colossal . . . 40 feet across, with a
combined weight of nearly 150 tons. They were to be mounted
on a 16-inch solid steel shaft, 120 feet long. Merely starting
this great mass in motion, with minimum disturbance to the
power system, was the toughest kind of engineering problem.
To complicate the problem further, a wide range of air
speeds is required for wind-tunnel testing. And at each air
speed the motor speed must be held constant, regardless of
fluctuations in the electric power lines.
L. A. Kilgore . . . in collaboration with J. C. Fink . . . tackled
the problem. In twelve months these Westinghouse engineers
designed and supervised the construction and installation of a
40,000 hp wound-rotor induction motor . . . world's largest of
its kind . . . an installation that met every Army requirement.
That 40,000 horse power motor . . . a direct result of West-
inghouse "know how". . . is now in service in the new $2,500,000
wind-tunnel at Wright Field. Large airplane models and actual-
size motors, with whirling propellers, are tested and studied
in its 400-mile-an-hour windstream.
• • •
Kilgore and Fink have given vital aid to winning the war . . .
for they have helped to make it possible for Army experts to
learn many new facts about plane performance and plane
design, facts of utmost importance in gaining and maintaining
air supremacy over the Axis.
Today the need for engineers is very great. Of the 300 young
engineering graduates who joined Westinghouse last spring,
many are already showing great promise in engineering.
Westinghouse looks to the Class of '43 for its future scientists
and engineers.
•
THE WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEER . . . a quarterly magazine
brimful of interesting articles on electronic research and elec-
trical engineering . . . keeps you posted on the latest scientific
developments. Profusely illustrated. Subscription, only 50¢ a
year. Address: Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, Department 6N-17, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Westinghouse
... MAKING ELECTRICITY WORK FOR VICTORY
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Carl Kottler, Evanston, Ill.; Ed
Mabley, Terre Haute; Bob Penno,
Indianapolis; Charles Stringfellow,
Clinton; Walt Vander Veer, West-
field, N. J.; John Wargo, Garfield,
N. J.; Bob Weinhardt, East Liver-
pool, Ohio.
Several T. X. alumni returned to
Rose to see the traditional football
game, and visit the chapter during
the open house which was held after
the game. Saturday evening before
the dance the chapter had a buffet
supper for the pledges, members, and
their dates. A good time was had by
all over the weekend.
Lambda Chi Alpha
The Theta Zeta
of Lambda Chi Al-
pha is happy to an-
nounce the pledging
of C. Phillip Bowne,
Pimento, Indiana,
and Willie E. Rose,
Connersville, Indiana, sophomores;
and Clarence Baysinger, Brazil, In-
diana; Robert A. Greger, Terre
Haute, Indiana; Edward M. Meagher,
Terre Haute, Indiana of the fresh-
man class. We are glad to have these
fellows with us and know that they
will enter into the true spirit of our
fraternity.
This has been a very busy month
for the Lambda Chi's, getting ready
for rush and homecoming. During
the week-end of homecoming the
chapter house was open to everyone.
We were surprised and glad to see
so many of the alumni back for the
occasion. The weekend started off
with an openhouse and dance after
the bonfire on Friday night and con-
tinued with a general all around bull
session.
On October 26, a pledge banquet
and ceremony was attended by all
the members including Professor
Stock.
A gay time was had by everyone
who attended the Hallowe'en party
held at the chapter house October
23rd. It was just a good old fashioned
party . . . ducking for apples and all.
The theme was a hard times party,
and to look at everyone you cer-









Martin    McGovern
Painter    Hillenbrand
Ellington FB  Holthaus
Score by periods:
Rose Poly 14 14 20 29--69
Earlham  0 0 0 7— 7
Rose Poly scoring—Touchdowns: Mc-
Govern (6), Hillenbrand, Holthaus, Rose,
Smith. Points after touchdowns: Mc-
Govern (7), Smith (2).
Earlham scoring—Touchdown: Ander-
son. Point after touchdown: Anderson.
Rose Poly subs—Rumbley, Allison, Val-
ente, R. Mitchell, Allison, Rose, Kadel,
Keogh, Wade, Boatman, Wodicka, Lape,
Weibel, Dede, Haupt, Price, Jarrett, Hunt,
Hudson.
We regret losing our High Pi and
faculty adviser, Capt. Bennett. Pro-
fessor Stock has consented to serve
in his place.
We are glad to announce the re-
turn of brother Ralph Mitchell after
his semester absence.
CAMPUS SPORTS
(Continued from Page 23)
faking through the Earlham back-
field in a beautiful run. The Engi-
neers failed to tally the extra point
when McGovern's kick was blocked.
Earlham opened the third period
with an aerial attack but Hanes in-
tercepted one of Anderson tosses
on the Rose 42. Hillenbrand brought
the ball to within one yard of a
touchdown on the next two plays and
left it for McGovern to carry across.
Smith tore through the line on a
neat 35-yard run to score the eighth
Rose touchdown. Then Earlham's
lone counter came after the Quakers
recovered a fumble on the Rose 35-
yard line. Rex Anderson carried the
ball three times in succession and
scored on a 10-yard sprint around
left end. Holthaus scored the next
counter for Rose on a 30-yard run
off tackle. Rose recovered a Quaker
fumble to provide the setup for their
final tally. Price fired a pass to Mc-
Govern over the line and Ed had
easy going for a touchdown.
Lineups and summary:
Earlham (7). Rose Poly (69)
LE  Ellsworth









Earlham subs—Jewell, O'Malley, Turner,
Martin, Parker, Hart, Carr.
Officials—Referee, Conover; umpire,
Hungate; head linesman, Babe Wheeler.
HOW WILL WE
WIN THIS WAR?
(Continued from Page 9)
which we must fight for, are ex-
pressed in the gallant slogans of the
French revolution: liberty, equality,
and fraternity. We must fight for
freedom of speech, of worship, fear
and want, for all people; we must
fight for political and economical
equality that will give to all nations
equal chances for prosperity and de-
velopment; we must fight for fra-
ternity, which means that we must
develop a social consciousness in
everybody for his neighbor, which
goes for our home town as well as
for the relations between nations.
Defeating Hitler will only be the
first step to victory; the war must be
won in the years after the victory
on the battle field. To win the peace
we must have the wholehearted sup-
port of all men, women and children
everywhere. We only will win this
support by showing all of them clear-
ly what we are fighting for in the
long run. The Atlantic Charter was
the first step in that direction, we
must not let it go at that.
Hitler is fighting with a brutal, in-
human minority that wants to set
itself up as the ruling class over the
rest of the world. We are fighting
for and with the overwhelming ma-
jority of human beings who want to
live in freedom and peace.
Let us proclaim proudly and clear-
ly our ideals, let us enlighten the
people from one corner of this world
to the other; we can gain immeasur-
able strength morally and spiritually
from our cause. This is what at the
end will decide this war. Where will
Hitler and his henchmen be able to
find reassurance and new strength?
They only can point to millions of
innocent people, whom they pillaged,
enslaved, killed.
How can there be any doubt as to
who will win?
—Howard H. Irvin
Tau Beta Pi Essay
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Worn metal teeth no longer shelve the
Tool — nor do they mean costly, hard-
to-get replacements. Utilizing the in-
tense heat of the oxyacetylene flame,
the Airco Hard-Facing Process quickly
"builds-up" the worn metal. Parts thus
rebuilt can be expected to out-live and
out-produce new parts.
Airco Hard-Facing is doing an un-
precedented job today in conserving
time and material. Parts of practically
any shape and size, which are subject
to abrasion, can be rebuilt economic-
ally, speedily. Standard oxyacetylene
welding apparatus is employed.
Many other applications of the oxy-
acetylene flame are finding ever widen-
ing use in speeding and improving
production of ships, tanks, guns, roll-
ing stock and planes. This versatile tool
slices through steel with remarkable
speed — welds metal into strong, light
units — sweeps surface rust from metal
structures to extend the life of paint
jobs — gouges steel and iron quickly
and accurately.
"Airco in the News" shows many in-
teresting uses of the oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc. Write for copy.
REDUCTION
&i„d 0/fre4
60 EAST 41nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices HOUSTON, TEXAS
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
NOVEMBER, 1942












Ptg. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
WHO'S WHO
(Continued from Page 11)
life lived in many different cities be-
fore his family moved to Terre Haute
where he entered Rose. He gradu-
ated from Clarks Summitt, Pa. high
school in 1938 and because of an
attack of rheumatic fever could not
attend college till February of 1940
when he started at Rose. When he
graduates from Rose he will have
been there just three years. A mem-
ber of the mechanical engineering
department, Fred has found time to
go in for many outside activities. He
was appointed associate editor of the
Rose Student Handbook last year
and this year was nam. ed editor. He
has been a member of the Glee Club
for the past two years and this year
is trying his hand in the Debate Club.
A Rose Honor Man for the two pre-
ceding years, he was also president
of his junior class. He is secretary
of Blue Key honorary fraternity at
present and is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity. He is at
present contributing editor of the
Technic and has been on the staff
for two years. Fred was honored
during his last half junior year and
first half senior year by being ap-
pointed Financial Secretary of the
Student Council, of which he has
been a member for the last two
years. A non-military student, Fred
hasn't yet quite made up his mind
El
VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
Drawing Equipment and Supplies




YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD
what he will do after graduation but
if the Navy doesn't get him in the
V-7 program he hopes to accept a
position with some aviation concern
and carry on his engineering work
in experimentation and testing.
Michael William Percopo
New York's gift to the Terre Haute
women is what Mike is known as
around Rose. Mike was born in
Bayonne, N. J. on February 2, 1921,
but comes to Rose directly from
Brooklyn. Mike is one of the few men
who has wanted to be an engineer
ever since he was in the 6th grade
and he is making admirable strides
towards becoming a fine chemical
engineer. A hard worker, Mike has
helped put himself through Rose by
summer jobs and by working before
he started to school. He had the good
fortune to be employed by the Du
Pont Company during one vacation
and had the time of his life because
he liked the work. A graduate of
Brooklyn Technical High School,
Mike was elected treasurer of his
freshman class at Rose. He has tried
his hand at practically all the activi-
ties at Rose but has become pro-
ficient in two special ones: debating
for the Debate Club and writing for
the Technic. He now holds down the
position of assistant editor of the
Technic and is also a member of the
Camera Club and Newman Club.
He is a member of the A. I. Ch. E.
and is a Rose Honor Man. Mike's
first love is chemistry and he was
one of the winners of a first prize in
the chemical department of the Rose











member of Theta Xi social fraternity
and being a member of the advanced
R. O. T. C. is a member of Tau Nu
Tau. Now slated to enter the Corps
of Engineers of the U. S. Army, Mike
had hopes before the war of obtain-
ing his Master's degree at M. I. T.
and then taking some work at Har-
vard on business administration.
William F. Rumbley
"Big Bill" Rumbley—just 6'7" of
him—hails from Fresno, California,
and transferred to Rose from Stan-
ford during his sophomore year. His
birth place may be listed as Los
Angeles where he was born on
March 22, 1919. Since his arrival at
Rose, Bill has made himself one of
the most likeable fellows on the
campus and has accumulated several
honors besides. A member of the
mechanical engineering department,
Bill has been elected president of
his senior class and captain of the
Rose football team. He was a mem-
ber of the Athletic Representatives
for two years and has been Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the "R" Mans
Association. Bill is a member of the
student council this year and is a
Rose Honor Man and a member of
the A. S. M. E. Even without all this
extra activity, Bill wouldn't have
much trouble making these columns
for his athletic ability alone. A
coach's dream, Big Bill plays foot-
ball and basketball, both very well,
and is a one man track team in the
spring. Rose will certainly lose the
bigger part of her athletic teams
when Big Bill graduates. Bill hasn't
formed any plans for the future yet
but is planning to enter some branch
of the service if possible and after
EDW. S. LAMMERS




129 So. 7th St.
C-1425
the war he hopes to make his home
in California.
William Taylor Weinhardt
Another easterner is William T.
Weinhardt who was born in Indian-
apolis, Ind. on Jan. 12, 1922 but who
comes to Rose from East Liverpool,
Ohio. Bill is a member of the me-
chanical engineering department at
Rose. He picked up some valuable
experience in '39 when he was grad-
uated from the Culver Summer
Naval School and he has since
worked for Taylor, Smith, Taylor
and Co. during his summer vacation
constructing heavy machinery. At
one time Bill played the drums in a
dance orchestra as a hobby. Bill was
graduated from East Liverpool High
School in '39 and entered Rose the
next September where he has made
a fine record for himself. He has been
a member of the Camera Club, Rifle
Club, and Fencing Corps for a num-
ber of years, and is at present presi-
dent of the Rose chapter of Tau Nu
Tau military fraternity and treasurer
of the S. A. M. E. A member of
Blue Key honorary fraternity, Bill is
also a member of Theta Xi social
fraternity. He is a member of the
A. S. M. E. and has been football
manager for the past three years.
Bill has been honored by the military
department at Rose by being named
Cadet Major commanding the Rose
R. O. T. C. Battalion. Being a mem-
ber of the advanced R. O. T. C. Bill
will go into the army upon gradua-
tion from Rose in February and he
hopes to make a lifetime career of it.
DRINK
IN BOTTLES
"The Pause That Refreshes"
COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayette Ave. C-7094
CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from Page 19)
decorated in appropriate rose and
white. Those students who partici-










Richard Mott, John Metz, Harry
Wilson.
Decorations committee
Charles Huggins, Richard Raab,
Robert Miller.
Terre Haute's Outstanding
Store for Y oung Men
We've scooped the market
with the features in such lines
as Varsitytown and Don Rich-
ards in clothing. McGregor
and Rugby in sportswear, and
Arrow and Enis in shirts.
We await the opportunity of
serving you.








NOW YOU SEE IT-
NOW YOU DON'T
(Continued from Page 6)
by constructing overhanging eaves
of irregular shapes along the edges
of the building.
The camoufluer must keep an eye
to the future, for the job must be
able to be repainted to conform with
the new set of colors and textures
presented by each season. Large flat
areas, such as roof-tops can be
broken up by the use of colors and
shades of widely separated specular
visibility. Colors that do not match
optically present an erroneous con-
ception of depth which aids in con-
cealment.
Probably the greatest help to the
camoufluer today is the recent de-
velopment of infra-red pigments.
These paints react to photographic
tests exactly as natural foliage and
also important, reduce the inside
temperature of a building as much
as 15 ̀A as compared to a building
painted with ordinary pigments.













to show them to you.
JOSEPH'S
644 Wabash
the infra-red spectrum, can easily
test pigments with a minimum of
equipment. A camera, infra-red film,
a Wratten 87 or 89-A filter and some
standard Munsell grays will be
enough to run simple tests upon
infra-red pigments. The light source
must be uniform and must shine on
the stage at a 45° angle. Select Mun-
sell grays with the maximum and
minimum specification values and
photograph the color in question be-
tween the two grays.
If the grayness of the pigment
falls between the standard values,
the paint meets specifications. If not,
test the pigment for contamination,
and the paint for film thickness. If
these check, and still the paint does
not meet specifications, send it back
to the manufacturer and look for a
more reliable source.
These infra-red paints are finding
their most valuable job for camou-
flage. However, there has been much
speculation as to the use of the paint
after the war. As was said before,
infra-red pigments are heat reflect-
ing. Oil and gasoline tanks are paint-
ed aluminum because of its heat re-
flecting qualities, however, these
shining towers can be seen by enemy
fliers miles away. Dull and drab in-
fra-red greens or grays hide the














The English and the Germans have
taken pains to camouflage their war
industries since each is within aerial
reconnoissance and large scale pat-
tern bombing of the other. The Ger-
mans have even gone so far as to
try to conceal Berlin, Cologne and
Ploesti. They constructed a dummy
city miles from the real Berlin fixed
so that parts could be fired to make
the English bombers think they had
caused great damage. To heighten
the effect, the dummy city was "pro-
tected" by anti-aircraft fire.
For Cologne, they erected a false
city at a point where a stream bends
almost exactly as the Rhine bends at
the real Cologne.
Before attacking Russia, the Ger-
mans were supposed to have dupli-
cated Ploesti; the great Rumanian
oil center. The model had fake re-
fineries and oil tanks that emitted
chemical smoke when hit.
The English often build duplicate
factory buildings and blacked-out
completely the real one but allow
the fake to remain lighted and be
destroyed. Fake runways of crushed
lime point out dummy airfields while
real airdromes are camouflaged by
fake roads. Approximately one-third
the airfields in England are fakes.
Berlin has had its face lifted, the
shape and size of ponds are changed
and the Unter-den-Linden has been







We Wekome Your Patronage
329 OHIO ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
14 W. NATIONAL - BRAZIL
HERM RASSEL
TAILOR AND HABERDASHER
15 S. 7th St. C-1034
CROWN HAT SHOP
1:3
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1 covering it with netting. At Ham-
burg, the Alster basin afforded an
excellent target until the Germans
made the basin part of the city with
rafts of earth and faked another
basin farther out in the bay. The
important railroad station was criss-
crossed by fake painted roads and
in this manner was protected for
several weeks until the English
reconnaissance uncovered the ruse.
Ingenuity is the watchword of the
camoufluer; cunning in planning
new ideas and resourcefulness in
carrying them out in the simplest
and quickest manner is a quality de-
manded in the men who are entrust-
ed with the safety of our supplies
and manpower. The camouflage job
need not hide the object entirely. A
bomber approaches. the target at five
miles per minute, this means he must
see the target ten miles away, get
set at five and drop his bombs at
three. If the target is hidden even
momentarily, it may mean the dif-
ference between destruction and
safety.
BOB STRONG BETTY MARTIN
TAU NU TAU MILITARY FRATERNITY
Presents the Annual
MILITARY BALL
MUSIC BY BOB STRONG AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Mayflower Room 9:30 I'. M. Saturday
Terre Haute House December 5
$3.30 per couple
Louisville Bridge & Iron
Company
Incorporated 1865
Engineers, Fabricators and Erectors of Steel Bridges,
Steel Buildings
Stock Steel for Prompt Shipment
SEND US YOUR PLANS
Louisville
Offices: 1 1 th and Oak Streets
Kentucky
0
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First student aviator (on first
training flight) : "Quick! What do
I do now, instructor?"
Second student aviator: "Hells
bells, aren't you the instructor?"
Traffic cop: "Use your noodle,
lady! Use your noodle!"
Lady: "My God, which one is it?
I've pushed and pulled everything
in the car."
A Jew, a Scotchman, an English-
man and a Frenchman dined to-
gether. To everyone's astonishment,
at the close of the meal, the Scotch-
man spoke up demanding the check.
Headline in the newspaper the
next morning: "Jewish Ventriloquist
Mysteriously Murdered."
Four Marines were playing bridge
in a small hut on Wake Island. Sud-
denly another leatherneck burst in-
to the room and shouted: "The Japs
are landing a force of about 200 men
down on the beach."
The four bridge-playing marines
looked at one another. Finally, one
said, "I'll go, I'm dummy this hand."
Barmaid: "Oh yes, I married a
man in the village fire department."
Customer: "A volunteer?"
Barmaid: "No, Pa made him."
Daisy June: "Gee, Clem, it's past
midnight. Don't you think you had
better get started?"
Clem: "O. K., blow out the
candle."
Night watchman making his last
rounds on the campus: "Young man,
are you going to kiss that girl?"
"No sir."
"Here then, hold my lantern."
Sly
Droolings
Edited by HAROLD E. CAMPBELL,
sophomore, m.e.
Fellows who drive with one hand
are usually headed for a church
aisle. Some will walk and some will
be carried down it.
He: "Did you make these biscuits
with your own little hands?"
She: "Yes, why?"
He: "I just wondered who in the
hell lifted them off the stove for
you."
She was just an optician's daugh-
ter—two glasses and she made a
spectacle of herself.
The recruit, keeping guard, heard
through the darkness the sound of an
approaching horse.
"Halt! Who is there?" he chal-
lenged.
"The Commanding Officer," came
the reply.
"Dismount, sir, and advance to be
recognized."
The officer did so, then he asked,
"By the way, who posted you here?"
"No one, sir," said the recruit,
"I'm just practicing."
The shades of night were falling,
When for a kiss he asked her,
She must have answered "yes" be-
cause









The patter of tiny feet was heard
from the head of the stairs. The
proud mother raised her hand, warn-
ing the members of her bridge club
to be silent.
"Hush," she said softly, "the chil-
dren are going to deliver their good-
night message. It always gives me
a feeling of reverence to hear them.
Listen."
"Mama," came the message in a
soft whisper, "Willie found a bed-
bug."
A drunken motorist had just
crashed into a telegraph pole. Wire,
pole and everything came down on
his head. They found him uncon-
scious in the wreckage, but as they
untangled him, he reached out
feebly, fingered the wires and mur-
mured: "Thank heavens I've lived
clean; they've given me a harp."
The drunk was noisily trying to
unlock the door to his flat late one
night when a window opened up-
stairs and an angry voice yelled,
"Haven't you got your key?"
"Sure," replied the drunk, "I got
lots of keys but shay, would you
throw me down a couple of key-
holes."
A recession is a period in which
you tighten up your belt.
A depression is a time in which
you have no belt to tighten.
But when you have no pants to
hold up, it's a panic.
A young newlywed was sobbing
because her husband was out shoot-
ing craps and she didn't know how
to cook them.




'INASMUCH as only one-third of the 12,000
I engineers who will graduate in 1943 will be
available for private industry, General Electric
is hiring young college women to do work formerly
done by male engineers.
Forty-four "test women" are on the job nov,,
and others will report each week until the quota
(I so) is reached. The girls will make computations,
chart graphs, and calibrate fine instruments for
use in the machine-tool industry.
Miss Virginia Frey (U. of Michigan), one of the
12 women in the country who received engineer-
ing degrees this year, is the only graduate engi-
neer in the group. However, each of the others has
majored in either mathematics or physics and has
received training in both.
Although no one expects these girls to become
liull-fledged engineers, most of them will be given








BROTHER, can you spare a dime?
Manufacturers don't really need it yet,
but they are using more and more silver as other
metals become increasingly difficult to get. G-E
engineers, for example, are using silver in the
GENERAL
manufacture of electric apparatus in order to
conserve tin, copper, and other scarce materials.
There is now at least a little of the precious
metal in almost every motor, generator, trans-
former, and other piece of equipment built by
General Electric for the war.
In many cases the use of silver adds to the
cost—a consideration secondary to production at
present. Here its use is probably temporary.
But in current-carrying contacts and in brazing
alloys, the use of silver results in an improvement
in quality sufficient to justify the greater cost. For
these purposes, silver will very likely be used in




THE versatile electronic tube has now becomesomewhat of a test pilot. On test flights, it
goes along and writes a complete record of the
strains on certain structural parts of the plane as
it dives and twists and streaks across the sky.
When a fighter plane goes into a power dive at
soo miles an hour, for example, it has to with-
stand terrific strains. How great a strain is a vital
question to the designer, who wants to know
whether he can reduce the weight of the plane to
give it greater speed.
Here's how the electronic tube helps furnish
the answer to that question: strain gages measure
minute changes in dimensions, converting them
into tiny electric impulses which electronic tubes
amplify sufficiently to drive a highly sensitive
oscillograph galvanometer; the galvanometer
makes a permanent record of the impulses on a




ROSALIND RUSSELL now starring in the new Columbia picture "MY SISTER EILEEN"
With Air Warden
ItiisAtiNn RUSSELL 011
it'S HO tooling . . .
lights mit mitil y011 hear
THAT'S THE SMOKER'S SIGNAL
FOR A MILD COOL CIGARETTE
And CHESTERFIELD smokers really know what that
ineans...Mi/der when a smoke is what counts most—Cooler when
you want to relax, and with a far Better Taste to complete your
smoking pleasure . . . LIGHT UP A
CHESTERFIELD
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